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About This Game

Mars Industries - this is a game where you have to colonize Mars, to produce a variety of resources to build an army of robots
and fight in epic battles!

Features:

Simple and intuitive control.

A large variety of ways to improve your base.

A large amount of different levels.

Lots of different kinds of robots.

Possibility to improve almost any type of building.
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Title: Mars Industries
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
ZovGame
Publisher:
AYE Technology
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: 1.4 GHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Russian
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Prawie jak na prawdziwym marsie.. Well, this game has a lot of flaws but for the price I paid for it (0.59$) I could expect it to
be a♥♥♥♥♥♥stick of a game but I have learned something from this game. WASD can move your map around, you can
randomly rotate buildings (still have no ♥♥♥♥ing clue how that happened). You can connect pipes but not connect pipes??
You can build in the very top of the screen and still click it through your HUD. I have played too much of this game and the
resources are not balanced at all the grind for getting the max amount of troops is ♥♥♥♥♥♥ you just AFK. The RNG for
getting the best mecha is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t too as the game gives you some piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥eighty ♥♥♥♥ing times until it
thinks mehhhh give it to em. then you only have 1 of ♥♥♥♥ing 8 spots taken. So do I recommend this game. If you have
nothing else to play and wanna waste a couple hours of your life then yes, buy this game but if you value your life then GET
THE ♥♥♥♥ OFF STEAM ♥♥♥♥♥♥. Could have been a decent little game, but it has too many flaws.

1. You get a starting capital, there is however no way to get more capital.

* I thought I did something wrong, so I restarted the game, which we come at bug number 2

2. After restarting the game, your starting capital stays the same as when you left the first game (you get for example 1000
credits in the first game, you delete the savefile to start a new game with capital at 40, you start the new game with just 40), so
the game unplayable, unless you reinstall the game (which I am not going to)

4. So I wanted to quit the game, but the game didn't let me... Ctrl+Alt+Del didn't work, Alt+Tab didnt work, it took forever
untill the game finally decided to stop working, because it crashed. It just took forever for the game to realize it crashed.

Save yourself the stress and dissappointment with this "game" - because when I played the first game, I placed certain resource
collectors, but there was no income of resources, only for the uranium and power. And now seeing this game is from 2016, I do
not believe this game will ever get updated.

RECOMMENDATION?
Just activate the IGNORE button on this one.... I CANT RESTAR MY SAVE GAME ITS ONLY ONE TIME PLAY????
I JUST SPEND MY MONEY FOR NOTHING. I don't know if it's from the terrible translation or from a bug, but I couldn't
even get it to assemble a robot, even though I "clicked and then pressed and then held" the button(and many other variations). I
would have rather tossed my 50 cents on the ground than buy this game, some kid could at least find it then and have more
enjoyment than I got from this.. In short : If you can get this game under 1 $, get it, because it's fun for about 4 hours or so, but
with minimal or no replayability.

  Game itself is simple, with minimalistic graphics, gameplay elements resembling mobile and browser games.
City building is pretty basic, as all buildings take some resources, must be connected and some buildings give resources, which
you can upgrade.
  There are two basic units : basic attack robot and mining robot. Fist one is used for cannon fodder, but the second collects
crystals or minerals used to get epic robots. Those can be purchased with minerals and there is a lottery which one you will get
and they range, from barely useful to very powerful units.
  Combat is basic and involves little to no strategy, as you get 1 side to spawn units. The only tactical decisions you can make is
to which unit to send first and how to spread out units. But then weird AI comes in to play, as it will attack in specific pathway,
and ignore first buildings. This can lead to some unnecessary casualities.
  There are many resource types, but some are a "bottleneck"resources, which mean, only this resource will limit your advance.
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  Multiple missions and boss battles take place and grant you some items, but some missions and bosses can be farmed to get
neccesary resources.
  Overall it's a simple, fun, finish once game. Don't expect much, and you will find it enjoyable.
6/10. What the hell is this "game"? It's obviously unfinished, tons of crazy bugs like the main menu not doing anything, not
being able to resume a game, erasing your data not working either...

Looks pretty bad too.

I mean I was curious from the screenshot, but it's far too broken to be enjoyable atm.. FFS no don't do this please...
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